2000A FUSIBLE 3-POLE NEMA 3R MANUAL TRANSFER SWITCH WITH CAM-LOKS (LEFT)

PILOT LIGHT FUSEHOLDERS (4X)

LINE LUGS
(6)#2-750 MCM PER PHASE

GROUND LUGS
(1)#2-750 MCM PER SOURCE

2000A MANUAL TRANSFER SWITCH I-O-II

LOAD LUGS
(6)#2-750 MCM PER PHASE

2000A CLASS "L" FUSEHOLDER (3X)

"NORMAL CONNECTIONS" (FRONT)

"EMERGENCY CONNECTIONS" (CAM-LOK)

FRONT VIEW DOOR REMOVED

FRONT VIEW ENCLOSURE REMOVED

FRONT VIEW DOOR REMOVED

NOTE: FUSES PROVIDED IF PURCHASED 480VAC: KRP-C-2000SP

PILOT LIGHT FUSEHOLDERS (4X)

NEUTRAL LUGS
(6)#2-750 PER SOURCE

NEUTRAL DISCONNECTING MEANS

GROUND LUGS
(1)#2-750 MCM PER SOURCE

LOAD LUGS
(6)#2-750 MCM PER PHASE

"NORMAL CONNECTIONS" (FRONT)

"EMERGENCY CONNECTIONS" (CAM-LOK)